Everything you need to
know. Every company
in the WCSB. Instantly.

AssetBook

Stay nimble with AssetBook
AssetBook is the ultimate industry intelligence source for Canadian E&P companies and
anyone who does business with them. Think of it as a powerful search engine and data
source for the western Canadian oil and gas industry with instant access to everything
you need to know about every company and area in the WCSB.
AssetBook serves up the best detailed listing of working interest production, historical production, reserves,
land-holdings, facilities, and pipelines broken down by either company or area. AssetBook’s simple, intuitive
interface makes it easy to search, filter, sort, and analyze useful data to support better decision-making
across the entire E&P business cycle.

AssetBook’s company search is a quick,
easy way to analyze pertinent details about
any company in the WCSB. An AssetBook
subscription provides everyone in your
company with the vital industry data they
need, grouped and displayed for effective
planning and decision making.

More effective decisions. Less overhead.
AssetBook’s web-based interface requires zero IT implementation and lets you work from anywhere.
One subscription provides unlimited access for everyone in your organization.

AssetBook for E&Ps
AssetBook’s user friendly web-based tools help E&Ps save money by uncovering unadvertised assets that
lead to mutual benefit for both buyer and seller. Enhanced filtering and access to full data resources allows
smaller teams to work more productively while increasing clarity and reducing uncertainty for a wide range
of transactions.
• Perform industry and competitor research and corporate benchmarking quickly, easily, and more
effectively than with mapping and other tools.
• Simplify strategic decision-making by building and comparing multiple growth/merger scenarios
in a fraction of the time it would take with any other method.
• Analyze potential corporate acquisitions or divestitures with greater certainty. With just a few
clicks, filter through thousands of public and private companies to find the ones that meet
your specific criteria.
• Merge companies to assess their compatibility or to find fall-out properties.
• Identify unadvertised best-fit properties that are non-core to a potential seller, instead of waiting
until the assets hit the market for everyone to bid on.

Whether you’re researching
competitors or looking for growth
opportunities, AssetBook’s straightforward design and powerful
filtering tools make it easy to find
the information you need to plan
your business strategy.

AssetBook for Finance, Audit, & Banking

AssetBook is the fastest way to find the best deals and best-fit opportunities for your clients.

AssetBook is a vital tool for any professional who works in oil and gas finance, audit, or investment
banking. It is a single, reliable source of information on the assets, operations, financial performance,
and liability positions of every company in the WCSB.
• Serve your clients better by gaining insight and understanding into their businesses.
• Analyze opportunities for ROI and best fit with your clients’ growth plans.
• Drastically reduce the time required to perform due diligence on deals.
• Find and counsel your clients on best-fit A&D opportunities.

Enhance the power of
AssetBook even more
The AssetSuite provides several extremely
useful, purpose-built add-on modules to
help you manage and grow your business
faster and with greater focus.

AssetBook ARO
Estimate and monitor costs associated
with abandonment and reclamation.

AssetBook LLR
Assess risk by easily calculating LLR down
to a well level for any WCSB company.

AssetBook for Service & Supply Companies
AssetBook is a rich and valuable source of market information that helps service and supply companies find
their ideal clients and grow their business.
• Quickly and easily research and prioritize potential customers based on a wide range of factors.
• Prepare for sales calls and meetings with a full understanding of your clients’ business operations.
• Know your prospects’ core areas and be able to position yourself as a pack leader.
• Find synergies between your existing clients and their partners and identify new prospects where
you have an “in”.
• Monitor land and production activity that can lead to new business.

Your next new client could be just a few clicks away! AssetBook is the most effective way to find all the operators in an area, as well
as their partners, helping you to focus your sales efforts on the most likely prospects.

AssetBook Pro

AssetBook Graphs

Visualize data to spot trends, identify
best fits, and create executive reports.

Easily visualize historical and forecasted
production and land data.

AssetBook Pools
Search by pool characteristics
and performance.

AssetBook Historical
Look back through previous releases
of AssetBook to see snapshots in time
of a company or area.

Data Driven. Solution Focused.
XI Technologies Inc. has been a trusted partner to the Canadian oil & gas industry
since 2004.
We leverage data and online technology to provide Canadian oil and gas clients with mission-critical
research and analysis tools that smooth their workflows and drive productivity. With XI’s unique, datadriven solutions, energy and energy service companies can make more informed decisions and achieve
maximum ROI from competitive analysis, A&D scoping, asset planning, business development, drilling,
operations, regulatory compliance and risk management.

AssetBook provides asset analysis and planning tools for oil and gas
professionals working in:
Business Development
A&D
Mergers
Land

Finance & Investment Banking
Operations
Environmental/Liability
Management

Learn more about AssetBook and the AssetSuite of tools.
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Engineering
Geology
Project Management
Legal Council

